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Abstra t
We present a fast deterministi

algorithm for integer sorting in linear spa e.

algorithm sorts n integers in the range

f

0; 1; 2; :::; m

g
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Our

in linear spa e in O(n log log n)

time. This improves our previous result[8℄ whi h sorts in O(n log log n log log log n) time
and linear spa e. This also improves previous best deterministi



whi h sorts in O(n log log n) time but uses O(m ) spa e.

sorting algorithm[3, 11℄

Our results

an also be

ompared with Thorup's previous result[16℄ whi h sorts in O(n log log n) time and
linear spa e but uses randomization.
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1 Introdu tion
Sorting is a lassi al problem whi h has been studied by many resear hers. Although the
omplexity for omparison sorting is now well understood, the pi ture for integer sorting is
still not lear. The only known lower bound for integer sorting is the trivial (n) bound.
Continuous resear h e orts have been made by many resear hers on integer sorting[2, 3, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16℄. Re ent advan es in the design of algorithms for integers sorting
have resulted in fast algorithms[3, 11, 16℄. However, these algorithms use randomization
or superlinear spa e. For sorting integers in f0; 1; :::; m 1g O(m) spa e is used in the
algorithms reported in [3, 11℄. When m is large (say m = (2n)) the spa e used is ex essive.
Integer sorting using linear spa e is therefore extensively studied by resear hers. An earlier
work by Fredman and Willard[6℄ shows that n integers an be sorted in O(nplog n= log log n)
time in linear spa e. Raman[14℄ showed that sorting an be done in O(n plog n log log n)
time in linear spa e. Later Andersson[2℄ improved the time bound to O(n log n). Then
Thorup[15℄ improved the time bound to O(n(log log n) ). Our previous results showed time
O (n(log log n) = ) [9℄ and the previous best result of O (n log log n log log log n) [8℄. In this
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paper we further improve upon previous results. We show that n integers in f0; 1; 2; :::; m 1g
an be sorted in O(n log log n) time in linear spa e.
Our result improves on time on the previous best linear spa e sorting algorithm[8℄ whi h
uses O(n log log n log log log n) time. Our result also improves on spa e on the previous
fastest deterministi sorting algorithm[3, 11℄ whi h sorts in O(n log log n) time and O(m)
spa e, where f0; 1; :::; m 1g is the range of the integers. This previous result was obtained
independently by Andersson et al. [3℄ and by Han and Shen[11℄. The spa e used in these
previous algorithms is a tually O(m). But we may assume that spa e is redu ed to O(m) by
using radix sorting. Our result an also be ompared with Thorup's result[16℄ whi h sorts in
O (n log log n) time and linear spa e using randomization. However, although our algorithm
do not use randomization we use multipli ation instru tion in our algorithm while Thorup's
algorithm uses randomization but without using multipli ation instru tion.
The te hniques used in our algorithm in lude oordinated pass down of integers on the
Andersson's exponential sear h tree[2℄ and the linear time multi-dividing of the bits of integers. Although we used multi-dividing te hnique in our previous design[8℄, there multidividing takes nonlinear time and therefore is too slow. Our new multi-dividing an only be
a omplished with oordinated pass down of integers. Instead of inserting integers one at a
time into the exponential sear h tree we pass down all integers one level of the exponential
sear h tree at a time. Su h oordinated passing down provides us the han e of performing
multi-dividing in linear time and therefore speeding up our algorithm.
We would like to omment on the omplexity of O(n log log n). This bound was manifested as the best bound even for non-linear spa e deterministi sorting. Andersson [2℄
showed several algorithms for sorting, none of them ould break the O(n log log n) bound.
Even for very large integers Andersson showed time O(n(log n= log b + log log n)) where b
is the word length(the number of bits in a word). Thus no matter how large the integer is O(n log log n) time is needed in Andersson's algorithm. In ontrast for very large
integers its large word length an be exploited in a randomized algorithm[3℄. Sin e Andersson's exponential sear h tree requires O(n log log n) time to balan e, it would be unlikely
that any deterministi algorithm uses exponential sear h tree approa h ould under ut the
O (n log log n) time omplexity. As the time of O (n log log n) is the onverge point for urrently the best bound for linear spa e sorting as demonstrated in this paper, for non-linear
spa e sorting as shown in [3, 11℄, and for a randomized linear spa e sorting [16℄, it an be
viewed as we have rea hed a milestone.
Although O(n log log n) is a natural deterministi bound, re ently Han and Thorup nd
that this omplexity an be improved in a randomized setting. In [10℄
Han and Thorup
p
obtained a randomized integer sorting algorithm whi h sorts in O(n log log n) time and
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linear spa e.

2 Preliminary
Our algorithm is built upon the on ept of Andersson's exponential sear h tree[2℄. An
exponential sear h tree of n leaves onsists of a root r and n exponential sear h subtrees,
0 <  < 1, ea h having n  leaves and rooted at a hild of r. Thus an exponential sear h
tree has O(log log n) levels. Sorting is done by inserting integers into the exponential sear h
tree. When imbalan e happens in the tree rebalan e needs to be done. In [2℄ Andersson
has shown that rebalan e takes O(n log log n) time when n integers are inserted into the
tree. The dominating
time is taken by the insertion. Andersson has shown that insertion
p
an be done in O( log n) time. He inserts one integer into the exponential tree at a time.
Thorup[15℄ nds that by inserting integers in bat hes the amortized time for insertion an be
redu ed to O(log log n) for ea h level of the tree. The size of one bat h b at a node is de ned
by Thorup to be equal to the number of hildren d of the node. In our previous design[8, 9℄
we pass down d integers in a bat h. We showed[8, 9℄ that we an speed up omputation by
su h a s heme.
An integer sorting algorithm sorts n integers in f0; 1; :::; m 1g is alled a onservative
algorithm[12℄ if the word length (the number of bits in a word) used in the algorithm is
O (log(m + n)). It is alled a non onservative algorithm if the word length used is larger than
O (log(m + n)).
One way to speed up sorting is to redu e the number of bits in integers. After the
number of bits is redu ed we an apply non onservative sorting. If we are sorting integers
in f0; 1; :::; m 1g with word length k log(m + n) with k  1 then we say that we are sorting
with non onservative advantage k.
We use the following notation. For a set S we let min(S ) = minfaja 2 S g and max(S ) =
maxfaja 2 S g. For two sets S ; S we denote S < S if max(S )  min(S ).
One way to redu e the number of bits in an integer is to use bise tion (binary dividing)
on the bits of the integer (it is sometimes alled exponential range redu tion). This idea was
rst invented by van Emde Boas et al. [4℄. In ea h step, the number of remaining bits is
redu ed to half. Thus in log log m steps log m bits of the integers are redu ed to onstant
number of bits. This s heme, although very fast, requires a very large amount of memory. It
requires O(m) memory ells and therefore annot be dire tly exe uted in linear spa e (O(n)
spa e). Andersson[2℄ invented the exponential sear h tree and he used perfe t hashing to
redu e the spa e to linear. He an store only one integer into a word and then applies the
hash fun tion. To speed up the algorithm for sorting, we need to pa k several integers into
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one word and then to use onstant number of steps to a omplish the hashing for all integers
stored in the word. In order to a hieve this we relax the demand of perfe t hashing. We
do not demand n integers to be hashed into a table of size O(n) without any ollision. A
hash fun tion hashes n integers into a table of size O(n ) in onstant time and without
ollision suÆ e for us. Therefore we use the improved version of the hashing fun tion given
by Dietzfelbinger et al. [5℄ and Raman[14℄ as shown in the following Lemma.
Let b  0 be an integer and let U = f0; :::; 2b 1g. The lass Hb;s of hash fun tions from
U to f0; :::; 2s
1g is de ned as Hb;s = fha j0 < a < 2b, and a is odd g and for all x 2 U :
2

( ) = (ax mod 2b) div 2b s
Lemma 1(Lemma 9 in [14℄):
Given integer b  s  0 and T  f0; :::; 2b 1g with
!
jT j = n, and t  2 s n2 , a fun tion ha 2 Hb;s an be hosen in O(n b) time su h that
the number of ollisions oll(ha; T )  t.
Take s = 2 log n we obtain a hash fun tion ha whi h hashes n integers in U into a table
of size O(n ) without any ollision. Obviously ha (x) an be omputed for any given x in
onstant time. If we pa k several integers into one word and have these integers properly
separated with several bits of 0's we an safely apply ha to the whole word and the result
is that hashing values for all integers in the word have been omputed. Note that this is
possible be ause only the omputation of a multipli ation, mod 2b and div 2b s is involved
in omputing a hash value.
Andersson et al. [3℄ used a randomized version of a hash fun tion in H be ause they
ould not a ord to onstru t the fun tion deterministi ally.
A problem with Raman's hash fun tion is that it takes O(n b) time to nd the right hash
fun tion. Here b is the number of the bits in an integer. What we needed is a hash fun tion
whi h an be found in O(n ) time for a onstant be ause this is needed in the exponential
sear h tree [2, 14℄. Obviously Raman's hash fun tion does not satisfy this riterion when b
is large. However, Andersson's result[2℄ says that n integers an be sorted in linear spa e
in O(n(log n= log b + log log n)) time. Thus if b > n we simply use Andersson's sorting
algorithm to sort in O(n log log n) time. Thus the only situation we have to onsider is
b  n. Fortunately for this range of b O (n b) = O (n ). Therefore we an assume the right
hash fun tion an be found in O(n ) time.
Note that although the hash table has size O(n ) it does not a e t our linear spa e laim
be ause we do not use hash value to index into a table. Hashing is only used to serve the
purpose of redu ing the number of bits in an integer.
We will use signature sorting[3℄ in our algorithm. Signature sorting works as follows.
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Suppose that n integers have to be sorted and ea h integer has log m bits. We view that
ea h integer has h segments with ea h segment ontaining log m=h bits. Now we apply
hashing to ea h and every segment in ea h integer and we get 2h log n bits of hashed values
for ea h integer. After sorting on hashed values for all integers the original sorting problem
(of sorting n integers of log m bits ea h) an be transformed to the sorting problem of sorting
n integers of log m=h bits ea h.
We will also study the following partitioning problem. Let a ; a ; :::; ap be p integers and
S is a set of integers. We intend to partitioning S into p +1 sets as S < fa g < S < fa g <
::: < fap g < Sp . Be ause we use signature sorting, before we do the above partitioning we
will partition the bits in ai into h segments and take some of these h segments. We will also
partition bits for ea h integer in S into h segment and take one segment and dis ard other
segments. For ea h ai we essentially take all the h segments. However, the orresponding
segments of ai and aj may be identi al. In this ase we just need one of them. The segment we
take for an integer in S is the segment whi h \bran hes out" of ai 's. We therefore transform
the original partitioning problem into several partitioning problems with integers of log m=h
bits. In Fig. 1 we show that a = 3, a = 5, a = 7, a = 10, S = f1; 4; 6; 8; 9; 13; 14g.
We partition ea h integer into 2 segments. From a = 3 we obtain upper segment 0, lower
segment 3. From a = 5 we obtain upper segment 1 and lower segment 1. From a = 7
we obtain upper segment 1 and lower segment 3. From a = 10 we obtain upper segment
2 and lower segment 2. For 1 2 S we obtain lower segment 1 be ause it bran hes out from
a = 3 in the lower segment. For 4 2 S we obtain lower segment 0. For 8 2 S we obtain
lower segment of 0. For 9 2 S we obtain lower segment of 1. For 13 2 S we obtain upper
segment of 3. For 14 2 S we obtain upper segment of 3. Now all upper segments form one
new partitioning problem. The lower segments of 1 and 3 Form a new partitioning problem.
The lower segments of 4,5,6,7 form a new partitioning problem. The lower segments of 8, 9,
10 form a new partitioning problem. Therefore we now have 4 partitioning problems.
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3 Sorting on Small Integers
In this and the next se tion we will show how the following Lemma 2 is proved. The ontents
of this and next se tion have appeared in [8℄. We in lude a modi ed version of them here
for the ompleteness of this paper.
p
p
Lemma 2: n integers an be sorted into n sets S ; S ; :::; Spn su h that ea h set has n
integers and Si < Sj if i < j , in time O(n log log n= log k) and linear spa e with non onservative advantage k log log n.
In integer sorting we often pa k several small integers into one word. We always assume
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Fig. 1. Set partitioning. The numbers in ir les are partitioning integers.
The numbers in squares are integers in set S .
that all the integers pa ked in a word use the same number of bits. Suppose g integers
ea h having l bits are pa ked into one word. By using the test bit te hnique [1, 3℄ we an
do a pairwise omparison of the orresponding integers in two words and extra t the larger
integers into one word and smaller integers into another word in onstant time. Therefore
by adapting well-known sele tion algorithms we obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 3: Sele ting the s-th largest integer among the n integers pa ked into n=g words
an be done in O(n log g=g) time and O(n=g) spa e. In parti ular the median an be found
in O(n log g=g) time and O(n=g) spa e.
Proof: Sin e we an do pairwise omparison of g integers in one word with g integers in
another word and extra t the larger integers in one word and smaller integers in another
word in onstant time, we an extra t the medians of the 1st, 2nd, ... g-th integer of 5
words into one word in onstant time. Thus the set S of medians are now ontained in
n=(5g ) words. Re ursively nd the median m in S . Use m to eliminate at lease n=4 integers
among the n integers. Then pa k the remaining integers in n=g words into 3n=(4g) words
(the pa king in urs the fa tor log g in the time omplexity) and then re urse. Pa king an
be done by the pa king algorithm in Leighton[13℄ (Se tion 3.4.3). 2
Now onsider sorting small integers. Let g integers be pa ked in one word. We say that
the ng integers in n words are sorted if gi-th to (g(i + 1) 1)-th smallest integers are sorted
6

and pa ked in the i-th word, 0  i < n. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 4: If g integers using a total of (log n)=2 bits are pa ked into one word, then the n
integers in n=g words an be sorted in O((n=g) log g) time and O(n=g) spa e.
Proof: Be ause only (log n)=2 bits are used in ea h word to store g integers we an use
bu ket sorting to sort all words by treating ea h word as one integer and this takes
O (n=g )
p
time and spa e. Be ause only (log n)=2 bits are used in ea h word there are only n patterns
for all the words. We then put g < (log n)=2 words with the same pattern into one group.
For eaph pattern there are at most g 1 words left whi h annot form a group. Therefore at
most n  (g 1) words annot form groups. For ea h group we move the i-th integer in all
g words into one word. That is, we take g g -integer ve tors and produ e g g -integer ve tors
where the i's ve tor ontains i-th integer from ea h input ve tor. This transpose operation
an be done with Lemma 5.4 in Thorup[16℄ in time O(g log g) and spa e O(g). Therefore for
all groups it takes O((n=g) log g) time and O(n=g)pspa e.
For the words not in a group (there are at most n (g 1) of them) we simply disassemble
the words and then reassemble the words. This will take no more than O(n=g) time and
spa e. After all these are done we then use bu ket sorting again to sort the n words. This
will have all the integers sorted. 2
Note that when g = O(log n) we are sorting O(n) integers pa ked in n=g words in
O ((n=g ) log log n) time and O (n=g ) spa e. Therefore the saving is onsiderable.
Lemma 5: Assume that ea h word has log m > log n bits, that g integers ea h having
(log m)=g bits are pa ked into one word, that ea h integer has a label ontaining (log n)=(2g)
bits, and that the g labels are pa ked into one word the same way as integers are pa ked
into words (that is, if integer a is pa ked as the s-th integer in the t-th word then the label
for a is pa ked as the s-th label in the t-th word for labels), then n integers in n=g words
an be sorted by their labels in O((n log log n)=g) time and O(n=g) spa e.
Proof: The words for labels an be sorted by bu ket sorting be ause ea h word uses (log n)=2
bits. The sorting will group words for integers into groups as in Lemma 4. We an transpose
ea h group of words for integers. 2
Note also that the sorting algorithm given in Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 are not stable.
As will be seen that sorting algorithms built on them an be made stable by using the well
known method of appending the address bits to ea h input integer.
If we have larger word length the sorting an be done faster as shown in the following
lemma.
Lemma 6: Assume that ea h word has log m log log n > log n bits, that g integers ea h
having (log m)=g bits are pa ked into one word, that ea h integer has a label ontaining
(log n)=(2g) bits, and that the g labels are pa ked into one word the same way as integers
7

are pa ked into words, then n integers in n=g words an be sorted by their labels in O(n=g)
time and O(n=g) spa e.
Proof: Note that although word length is log m log log n only log m bits are used for storing
pa ked integers. As in Lemmas 4 and 5 we sort the words ontaining pa ked labels by bu ket
sorting. In order to transpose words of integers we put g log log n words of integers into one
group instead of putting g words of integers into one group. To transpose the integers in
a group ontaining g log log n words we rst further pa k g log log n words into g words by
pa king log log n words of integers into one word. We then do transpose on the g words.
Thus transpose takes only O(g log log n) time for ea h group and O(n=g) time for all integers.
After nishing transpose we then unpa k the integers in the g words into g log log n words.

2

Note also if the word length is log m log log n and only log m bits are used to pa k g  log n
integers into one word. Then the sele tion in Lemma 3 an be done in O(n=g) time and
spa e be ause the pa king in the proof of Lemma 3 an now be done in O(n=g) time.

4 Sort

n integers into pn sets

p

Consider the problem of sorting n integers in f0; 1; :::; m 1g into n sets as given in
Lemma 2. We assume that ea h word has k log log n log m bits and stores an integer of
log m bits. Therefore the non onservative advantage is k log log n. We also assume that
log m  log n log log n. Otherwise we an use radix sorting to sort in O(n log log n) time and
linear spa e. We divide the log m bits used for representing ea h integer into log n blo ks.
Ea h blo k thus ontains at least log log n bits. The i-th blo k ontaining (i log m= log n)-th
to ((i + 1) log m= log n 1)-th bits. Bits are ounted from the least signi ant bit starting
at 0. We now give a 2 log n stage algorithm whi h works as follows.
In ea h stage we work on one blo k of bits. We all these blo ks small integers be ause
ea h small integer now ontains only log m= log n bits. Ea h integer is represented by and
orresponds to a small integer whi h we are working on. Consider the 0-th stage whi h works
on the most signi ant blo k (the (log n 1)-th blo k). Assume that the bits in these small
integers are pa ked into n= log n words with log n small integers pa ked into one word. For
the moment we ignore the time needed for pa king these small integers into n= log n words
and assume that this is done for free. By Lemma 3 we an nd the median of these n small
integers in O(n= log n) time(note that we have at least log log n non onservative advantage)
and O(n= log n) spa e. Let a be the median found. Then n small integers an be divided
into at most three sets S ; S , and S . S ontains small integers whi h are less than a. S
ontains small integers whi h are equal to a. S ontains small integers whi h are greater
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than a. We also have jS j  n=2 and jS j  n=2. Although jS j ould be larger than n=2
all small integers in S are equal. Let S 0 be the set of integers whose most signi ant blo k
is in S . Then we an eliminate log m= log n bits (the most signi ant blo k) from ea h
integer in S 0 from further onsideration. Thus after one stage ea h integer is either in a
set whose size is at most half of the size of the set at the beginning of the stage, or one
blo k of bits (log m= log n bits) of the integer an be eliminated from further omputation.
Be ause there are only log n blo ks in ea h integer, ea h integer takes at most log n stages
to eliminate blo ks of bits. An integer an be put in a half sized set for at most log n times.
Therefore after 2 log n stages all integers are sorted. Be ause in ea h stage we are dealing
with only n= log n words, if we ignore the time needed for pa king small integers into words
and for moving small integers to the right set then the remaining time omplexity will be
O (n) be ause there are only 2 log n stages.
The subtle part of the algorithm is how to move small integers into the set where the orresponding integer belongs after previous set dividing operations of our algorithm. Suppose
that n integers have already been divided into e sets. We an use log e bits to label ea h set.
We wish to apply Lemma 6. Sin e the total label size in ea h word has to be log n=2, and ea h
label uses log e bits, the number g of labels in ea h word has to be at most log n=(2 log e).
Further, sin e g = log n=(2 log e) small integers should t in a word, and ea h word ontains
k log log n log n blo ks, ea h small integer an ontain O (k log n=g ) = O (k log e) blo ks. Note
that we reserve log log n non onservative advantage for the purpose of being used in Lemma
6. Thus we assume that (log n)=(2 log e) small integers ea h ontaining k log e ontinuous
blo ks of an integer are pa ked into one word. For ea h small integer we use a label of log e
bits indi ating whi h set it belongs. Assume that the labels are also pa ked into words the
same way as the small integers are pa ked into words with (log n)=(2 log e) labels pa ked
into one word. Thus if small integer a is pa ked as the s-th small integer in the t-th word
then the label for a is pa ked as the s-th label in the t-th word for labels. Note that we
annot disassemble the small integers from the words and then move them be ause this will
in ur O(n) time. Be ause ea h word for labels ontains (log n)=(2 log e) labels therefore only
(log n)=2 bits are used for ea h su h word. Thus Lemma 6 an be applied here to move the
small integers into the sets they belong to. Be ause only O((n log e)= log n) words are used
the time omplexity for moving small integers to their sets is O((n log e)= log n).
Note that O(k log e) blo ks for ea h small integer is the most number of bits we an move
in applying Lemma 6 be ause ea h word has k log log n log m bits and we want to reserve
log log n non onservative advantage. Note also that the moving pro ess is not stable as the
sorting algorithm in Lemma 6 is not stable.
With su h a moving s heme we immediately fa e the following problem. If integer a is
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the i-th member of a set S . That is, a blo k of a ( all it a0) is listed as the i-th (small)
integer in S . When we use the above s heme to move the next several blo ks of a ( all it a00 )
into S , a00 is merely moved into a position in set S , but not ne essarily to the i-th position
(the position where a0 lo ates). If the value of the blo k for a0 is identi al for all integers in
S that does not reate problem be ause that blo k is identi al no matter whi h position in
S a00 is moved to. If the value of the blo k for a0 is not identi al for all integers in S then
we have problem ontinuing the sorting pro ess. What we do is the following. At ea h stage
the integers in one set works on a ommon blo k whi h is alled the urrent blo k of the
set. The blo ks whi h pre ede the urrent blo k ontain more signi ant bits of the integer
and are identi al for all integers in the set. When we are moving more bits into the set we
move the following blo ks together with the urrent blo k into the set. That is, in the above
moving pro ess we assume the most signi ant blo k among the k log e ontinuous blo ks is
the urrent blo k. Thus after we move these k log e blo ks into the set we delete the original
urrent blo k be ause we know that the k log e blo ks are moved into the orre t set and
that where the original urrent blo k lo ates is not important be ause that urrent blo k is
ontained in the k log e blo ks.
Another problem we would like to mention is that the size of the sets after several stages
of dividing will be ome small. The s heme of Lemmas 4, 5 and 6 relies on the fa t that the
p
size of the set is not very small. Sin e we are sorting a set of size n to sets of size n we
should have no problem. If we want to use our s heme to sort the whole input set we an
use a re ursion to keep sorting input set into smaller sets. The details of this an be found
in [8℄.
p
Below is our sorting algorithm whi h is used to sort integers into sets of size n. This
algorithm uses yet another re ursion (do not onfuse this re ursion with the re ursion mentioned in the above paragraph).
Sort(k log log n; level; a ; a ; :::; at )
/* k log log n is the non onservative advantage. ai's are the input integers in a set to be
sorted. level is the re ursion level. */
1. if level = 1 then examine the size of the set (i.e. t). If the size of the set is less than
p
or equal to n then return. Otherwise use the urrent blo k to divide the set into at most
three sets by using Lemma 3 to nd the median and then using Lemma 6 to sort. For the
set all of its elements are equal to the median eliminate the urrent blo k and note the next
blo k to be ome the urrent blo k. Create a label whi h is the set number (0, 1 or 2 be ause
the set is divided into at most three sets) for ea h integers. Then reverse the omputation to
route the label for ea h integer ba k to the position where the integer lo ated in the input
Algorithm

0

1

10

to the pro edure all. Also route a number (a 2 bit number) for ea h integer indi ating the
urrent blo k ba k to the lo ation of the integer. Return.
2.
for u = 1 to k do:
begin
2.1. Pa k aiv 's into a fra tion of 1=k-th of the number of words, where aiv ontains several
ontiguous blo ks whi h onsist of 1=k-th of the bits in ai and has the urrent blo k
as its most signi ant blo k.
( )

( )

2.2. Call Sort(k log log n; level 1; a v ; a v ; :::; atv ). /*When the algorithm returns from
this re ursive all the label for ea h integer indi ating the set the integer belongs
is already routed ba k to the position where the integer lo ates in the input of the
pro edure all. A number having at most the number of bits in ai indi ating the
urrent blo k in ai is also routed ba k to ai . */
( )
0

( )
1

( )

2.3. Route ai 's to their sets by using Lemma 6.
end
Note that when the re ursive all at step 2.2. returns the number of eliminated bits in
di erent sets ould be di erent. For the subsequent re ursive alls to ontinue we have to
pa k aiv 's, namely we have to extra t a segment whi h has the urrent blo k as its most
signi ant blo k. Also note that sin e we have non onservative advantage k we an move
the whole ai in step 2.3.
We let a blo k ontain (4 log m)= log n bits. Then if we all Sort(k log log n; logk ((log n)=4),
a ; a ; :::; an ) where ai 's are the input integers, (log n)=4 alls to the level 1 pro edure will be
exe uted. This ould split the input set into 3 n = sets. And therefore we need log 3 n =
bits to represent/index ea h set. We all Sort several times as below:
Algorithm IterateSort
Call Sort(k log log n; logk ((log n)=4); a ; a ; :::; an );
for j = 1 to 5 do
( )

0

1

1

(log

0

1

) 4

(log

) 4

1

begin

p

Move ai to its set by bu ket sorting be ause there are only about n sets;
p
For ea h set S = fai0 ; ai1 ; :::; ait g if t > n then all Sort(k log log n; logk ((log n)=4),
ai0 ; ai1 ; :::; ait );
end

11

Then (3=2) log n alls to the level 1 pro edure are exe uted. Blo ks an be eliminated at
most log n times. The other (1=2)plog n alls are suÆ ient to partition the input set of size
n into sets of size no larger than n.
At level j we use only n=k k n = j words to store small integers. Ea h all to the Sort
pro edure involves a sorting on labels and a transposition of pa ked integers (use Lemma
6) and therefore uses linear time in terms of the number of words used. Thus the time
omplexity of algorithm Sort is:
T (level) = kT (level
1) + n=k k n = level ;
(1)
T (0) = 0.
where is a onstant. Thus T (logk ((log n)=4))
= O(n log log n= log k).
We have thus proved Lemma 2.
log ((log

) 4)

log ((log

5 Sorting in

) 4)

O(n log log n) Time and Linear Spa

e

For sorting n integers in the range f0; 1; 2; :::; m 1g we assume that the word length used
in our onservative algorithm is O(log(m + n)). The same assumption is made in previous
designs [2, 6, 8, 9, 14, 15℄. In integer sorting we often pa k several small integers into one
word. We always assume that all the integers pa ked in a word use the same number of bits.
We take 1= = 5 in Andersson's exponential sear h tree. Thus the root has n = hildren
and ea h exponential sear h tree rooted at a hild of the root has n = leaves.
In Andersson's exponential sear h tree[2℄, integers are inserted (passed down) into the
tree one at a time. Thorup[15℄ suggested to pass down d integers at a time, where d is the
number of hildren of the node in the tree where integers are to be passed down. In our
previous design[8, 9℄ we passed down d integers at a time. Here we will sti k with this
s heme, namely passing down d integers at a time. What is di erent from our previous
design is that we will not pass down the d integers all the way down the tree. Instead we
will pass down one level of the tree d integer at a time until all integers are passed down
one level. Thus at the root we pass down n = integers at a time to the next level. After
we have passed down all integers to the next level we essentially partitioned integers into
t = n = sets S ; S ; :::; St1 with ea h Si ontaining n = integers and Si < Sj if i < j . We
then take n 54  52 integers from ea h Si at a time and oordinate them to be passed down to
the next level of the exponential tree. We repeat this until all integers are passed down to
the next level. At this time we have partitioned integers into t = n =  n = = n = sets
T ; T ; :::; Tt2 with ea h set ontaining n = integers and Ti < Tj if i < j . Now we are ready
1 5

4 5

2

2

2

2

2 5

1 5

1

1

4 5

2

2

1

2

16 25

12

1 5

4 25

9 25

to pass integers down to the next level in the exponential sear h tree.
It should not be diÆ ult to see that the tree balan e operation takes O(n log log n) time
with O(n) time for ea h level. This is the same as in the original exponential sear h tree
proposed by Andersson[2℄. For example, at the root we rst take n = integers and sort them
by omparison sorting. This builds one level of the exponential sear h tree. We then start
to pass integers down the level. If the number of integers at a hild ex eeds 2n = we split
the node into two nodes. Thus at the end of this passing down we end up with at most
2n = hildren for the root. We then regroup them to form exa tly n = sets S ; S ; :::; St1 as
mentioned above.
We shall number the levels of the exponential sear h tree top down so that root is at level
0. Now onsider the passing down at level s. Here we have t = n = s sets U ; U ; :::; Ut
with ea h set ontaining n = s integers and Ui < Uj if i < j . Be ause ea h node at this
level has p = n = = s hildren at level s + 1 we will pass down q = n = = s integers for
ea h set, or a total of qt  n = integers for all sets, at a time.
The pass down an be viewed as sorting q integers in ea h set together with the p integers
a ; a ; :::; ap in the exponential sear h tree so that these q integers are partitioned into p + 1
sets S ; S ; :::; Sp su h that S < fa g < S < fa g < ::: < fapg < Sp.
Sin e we do not have to totally sort the q integers and q = p . A temptation is to use
Lemma 2 to sort. For that we need non onservative advantage whi h we will derive below.
We will use linear timed multi-dividing te hnique to a omplish this.
In Se tion 7 of [8℄ it ispshown that sorting the integers down the exponential sear h tree
takes no more than O(n log log n) time per level. Therefore we assume we have already
sorted to level l = 2 log log log n and we are onsidering the sorting down the levels greater
than 2 log log log n.
We use signature sorting[3℄ to a omplish multi-dividing. We adapt signature sorting to
work for us as follows. Suppose we have a set T of p integers already sorted as a ; a ; :::; ap
and we wish to use the integers in T to partition a set S of q integers b ; b ; :::; bq to p +1 sets
S ; S ; :::Sp su h that S < fa g < S < ::: < fap g < Sp . We will all this as partitioning
q integers by p integers. Let h = log n=( log p) for a onstant > 1. h= log log n log p-bit
integers an be stored in one word su h that ea h word ontains only (log n)=( log log n) bits.
We rst view the bits in ea h ai and ea h bi as of h= log log n segments of equal length. We
view ea h segment as an integer. To gain non onservative advantage for sorting we hash the
integers in these words (ai's and bi's) to get h= log log n hashed values in one word. In order to
have intermediate values in the omputing of hash values do not interfere between adja ent
segments we an separate even and odd segments into two words by applying a suitable
mask. We then ompute hash values for the two words and then ombine the hashed values
1 5

4 5

1 5

1 5

1

1

(4 5)

2

1

2

(4 5)

(1 5)(4 5)

(2 5)(4 5)

2 5

1

2

0

1

0

1

1

2

2

1

1

0

1

0

1

1
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2

2

of these two words into one. Let a0i be the hashed word orresponding to ai and b0i be the
hashed word orresponding to bi. Note that the hashed values total has (2 log n)=( log log n)
bits. However, these hashed values are separated into h= log log n segments in ea h words.
There are \null spa es" between two adja ent segments. We an set these \null spa es" to 0's
by applying a mask. We rst pa k all segments into (2 log n)=( log log n) bits(details below,
the log log n in the denominator is needed for this purpose). Now we view ea h hashed word
as an integer and sort all these hashed words (this sorting whi h takes linear time will be
des ribed in detail below). After this sorting the bits in ai and bi are ut to (log log n=h)-th.
Thus we have additional multipli ative advantage of h= log log n.
After repeating the above pro ess g times we gain non onservative advantage of (h= log log n)g
while we expend only O(gqt) time be ause ea h multi-dividing is done in linear (O(qt)) time.
The hashing fun tion we used for hashing is obtained as follows. Be ause we will hash
segments whi h are log log n=h-th, (log log n=h) -th,... of the whole integer, we will use hash
fun tions for segments whi h are log log n=h-th, (log log n=h) -th.... of the whole integer.
The hash fun tion for segments whi h are (log log n=h)t -th of the whole integer is obtained
by utting ea h of the p integers into (h= log log n)t segemtns. Viewing ea h segment as
an integer we obtain p(h= log log n)t integers. We then obtain one hash fun tion for these
p(h= log log n)t integers. Be ause t < log n we obtain no more than log n hash fun tions.
Now let us take a look at the linear time sorting we mentioned earlier. Assume that we
have pa ked the hashed values for ea h word into (2 log n)=( log log n) bits. We have t sets
with ea h set ontaining q + p hashed words of (2 log n)=( log log n) bits ea h. These integers
are to be sorted within ea h set. If we sort ea h set individually we annot a hieve linear
time. What we do is to ombine all hashed words into one pool and sort them as follows.
2

2

Pro edure Linear-Time-Sort
Input: there are r  n = integer di's. di:value is the integer value of di whi h has
(2 log n)=( log log n) bits. di:set is the set di is in. Note that there are only t sets.
2 5

begin

1. Sort all di's by di:value using bu ket sort. Assume that the sorted integers are in A[1::r℄.
This step takes linear time be ause there are at least n = integers to be sorted.
2. for j = 1 to r do
Put A[j ℄ into set A[j ℄:set;
2 5

Thus we have all sets sorted in linear time.
As we have said that after g times of redu tion of bits we have non onservative advantage
(h= log log n)g . We do not arry this bits redu tion to the end be ause after we gained suÆ14

ient non onservative advantage we an swit h to Lemma 2 for ompletion of partitioning q
integers by the p intergers for ea h set. Note that by the nature of bits redu tion, the original
partitioning problem (partition q integers by p integers) for ea h set has been transformed
to w partitioning subproblems on w subsets, for some integer w (See se tion 2 and Fig. 1
for explanation).
Now for ea h set we ombine all its subsets in subproblems into one set. We then
invoke Lemma 2 to do the partition. Be ause we have (h= log log n)g non onservative advantage the algorithm in Lemma 2 takes O(qt log log n=(g(log h log log log n) log log log n))
time. Let qtg = qt log log n =(g(log h log log log n) log log log n). We arrive at g =
(log log n=(log h log log log n (log log log n)=g)) = < (log log n=(log h 2 log log log n)) = .
Sin e we have assumed that we are working on levels greater than 2 log log log n we need
to sum g for log h = 2 log log log n to log log n, for whi h we have P h n
ng 
P
n
=
2 log log log n)) = O(log log n).
h
n (log log n=(log h
We have partitioned q integers by p integers in ea h set. Thus we have S < fe g <
S < ::: < fep g < Sp , where ei is a segment of ai obtained by bits redu tion. (Be ause bits
redu tion ea h of the p integers ould produ e several segments and therefore we ould have
more than p but less than p log n ei 's and Si's. But this does not a e t the analysis of our
algorithm.) What we have done the partitioning is by ombining all subsets of subproblems.
Assume integers are stored in array B su h that integers in Si pre ede integers in Sj if
i < j . And ei is stored after Si
and before Si. Let B [i℄ in subset B [i℄:subset. To let the
partitioning be done for ea h subset we do the following:
1 2

1 2

log log
log =2 log log log

log log
log =2 log log log

1 2

0

1

1

1

= 1 to q do
Put B [j ℄ into subset B [j ℄:subset.

for j

This takes linear time and O(n) spa e.
Now we are ba k to the pa king problem whi h we solve as follows. We an assume
that the number of bits log m in a word satisfying log m  log n log log n, for otherwise
we an use radix sort to sort the integers. A word has h= log log n hashed values (segments) in it at level log h of the exponential sear h tree. The total number of hashed
bits in a word is (2 log n)=( log log n) bits. Therefore the hashed bits in a word looks like
i
0it 0it 0i:::th=
n , where tk 's are hashed bits and 0 are the null spa es between hashed
bits. We rst pa k log log n words into one word to get w = 0j t t ::: t n; 0j t t :::
j
t
n; 0 ::: t ;h=
n t ;h=
n ::: t
n;h=
n , where ti;k 's, k = 1; 2; :::; h= log log n,
n
are from the i-th word. We then use O(log log n) steps to pa k w to w = 0jh=
t t
::: t
::: t
n; t t
n; ::: t ;h=
n t ;h=
n ::: t
n;h=
n . Now the pa ked hash
1

2

log log

1

log log

2

1

log log

2

log log

log log

11 21

1 12 22

log log

2

1

log log

2

1

12 22

log log

1

log log

log log

log log

15

log log

log log

2

log log

11 21

bits in w has only 2 log n= bits. We use O(log log n) time to unpa k w to log log n words
n r
w ;k = 0jh=
0 tk 0r tk 0r :::tk;h=
n , k = 1; 2; :::; log log n. We then use O (log log n)
r
r
r
time to pa k these log log n words into one word w = 0r t 0r t 0r t 0r ::: t ;h=
n0 t 0 t 0
r
r
r
::: t ;h=
n; 0 t
n; 0 ::: t
n 0 ::: t
n;h=
n . We then use O (log log n) steps to
s
pa k w to w = 0 t t t ::: t ;h=
::: t ;h=
nt t
n ::: t
n; t
n; ::: t
n;h=
n.
We nally use O(log log n) steps to unpa k w to log log n pa ked words. Overall we expended
O (log log n) time for pa king log log n words. Thus for ea h word the time expended is onstant.
Thus we have:
Theorem 1: n integers an be sorted in O (n log log n) time and linear spa e.
2

2

log log

3

1

2

log log

4

2

log log

log log

4

5

1

11 12 13

log log
1

2

log log

log log

21 22

11

12

13

1

log log

21

22

log log

2

log log

log log

1 log log

2

log log

log log

5

6 Con lusions
We have nally a hieved O(n log log n) time and linear spa e for integer sorting. Although
it is not known whether this is the lower bound, we believe that breaking this bound deterministi ally should be very diÆ ult.
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